Anxious to 'let participants in the land rush speak for themselves,' Weaver is attentive to the voices and actions of Native peoples, grazers, farmers, squatters, landhunters, surveyors, speculators, officials, and lawyers. Until very late in the period and almost everywhere (the Canadian prairies being a notable exception), their collective actions and the inherent nature of the processes themselves 'splintered any neatness of design' imagined by those making policy in London, Washington, and other capitals. Writing of the nineteenth-century failure of 'well-meaning London guardians' to protect Native rights, for example, he says 'that frontier avarice throttled principle.' As his tone here indicates, he is profoundly critical of many aspects of processes that he describes as 'shot through with wrong-doing. ' Elements of a narrative are provided in parts 2 and 3, which work from 'uprooting' of Native title, through a 'pre-modern' to a 'market phase' and on to breaking up large holdings that remained late in the period. Even here, however, the book is organized essentially by theme. Given its scope, it is not easy to imagine an alternative, but the approach requires frequent recapitulations of arguments, leads to abrupt geographic and chronological leaps (a few pages and even a paragraph can span places in four or five countries and three centuries), and tends to fragment or abridge specific stories, reducing their power.
What drove the rush, Weaver says, was a sense that first claimants got the best and most strategic properties. Yet there is a paradox, that 'private gains in the great land rush were possibly more often dreamed of than realized.' Value must ultimately have derived from the not unlimited income the land could be expected to generate in actual use; and grazing (in most places the major use) and farming were variations, with a different cost structure, on what producers did in areas appropriated earlier. If later arrivals in the frontier game and those who never joined at all missed some advantages, they also avoided the many risks of being first. Indeed, although hugely affluent societies developed on these lands, the relationship of their modern wealth to the specific processes by which interests and properties were first created at the frontier this book's core subject is more complex than even this admirably ambitious book can fully address. The writings of early modern Scotland are receiving an increasing amount of attention as part of the overall shift in focus towards an understanding of the British Isles in the seventeenth century as an affair of 'Three Kingdoms,' and Sarah Dunnigan and others have begun to bring early Scotswomen's work into focus in the last decade or so. However, this set of texts is a very welcome addition to what is still a small corpus, with much work yet to be done. Women played a vigorous part in the Scottish Reformation, and it is therefore very welcome to find the tradition of women's spiritual autobiography (increasingly well explored for early modern England by writers such as Hilary Hinds and Elaine Hobby) brought to light in Scotland also, given that even a recent book such as Hinds's God's Englishwomen does not so much as have an index entry for Scotland. As an introduction to evangelical Presbyterian modes of thought, this collection is admirable, and the brief 'glossary of evangelical piety' which is included is potentially useful far beyond its immediate context.
One of the attractive features of this volume is that it looks at life beyond the lowland belt: three of its narratives are from the northeast, two from Auldearn (where the Collace sisters were, strangely, contemporaries of the notorious witch Isobel Gowdie), and one from Nairn. However, in a book with this title, it would have been useful to see this inclusive principle carried still further. Mullan states that all the early modern womens' selfwritings which survive are Presbyterian, which may very well be true if one defines self-writing exclusively as prose autobiography, but it would still be worth pausing for half a page over whether Scotswomen in other religious traditions employed other modes of self-examination. It was a little surprising to find Marie de l'Incarnation brought up as a comparandum in the introduction, given that the text does not even raise the question of whether Scottish Catholic women engaged in life-writing (which was certainly a feature of English Catholic women's culture). Even if the answer were no, it would be worth saying so it is worth noting, for example, that some of the verse of the Catholic Sileas Na Ceaphaich/Macdonald c 1660c 1729) is concerned with her life and religion (see Bàrdachd Shìlis na Ceapaich [1972] ). It would also have been worth at least mentioning the existence of autobiographical religious verse by the Aberdonian Quaker poet and preacher Lilias Skene (1626-97), since her writings are currently accessible only in William Walker's The Bards of Bon-Accord (1887) and thus run the risk of being entirely forgotten.
While it is wholly legitimate, and instructive, to collect together the writings of evangelical Presbyterians, and the book as it stands is a long one (due principally to the prolixity of Henrietta Lindsay), the fact that it comes out of an intended project about 'religion in Scotland' and is called Women's Life Writing leaves one feeling that the existence of alternative strands of Scottish religiosity, even if they did not give rise to introspective selfexamination of precisely the kind edited here, should have been slightly more visible in the introduction, if only to provide context for what these writers have in common. Overall, the volume gives the curious impression that the religious and cultural history of early modern Scotland is entirely the history of the Kirk, which is very far from being the case.
Regrettably, the book is so poorly produced that one entire gathering fell out in the course of the first read-through. Ashgate are not to be congratulated. (JANE STEVENSON When he died in 1994, David Stove enjoyed an excellent reputation both as a Hume scholar and as a philosopher of science. But it was as an essayist, rather than as an academic writer, that he built up a large and loyal readership across the English-speaking world. To anyone who has never encountered Stove the essayist it will be difficult to explain the nature of his charm.
The first popular essay of Stove's I encountered was a piece of social criticism called 'A Farewell to Arts: Marxism, Semiotics and Feminism.' When this essay appeared in the mid-1980s the topics it discussed were among the current idols of the cave, and untenured professors like myself were expected to worship them. Religious dissent and religious tolerance were unknown. Those were the days when universities were described as 'islands of repression in a sea of freedom.' To learn that there was a professor somewhere in Australia courageous enough to put these idols in question, and witty enough to lampoon three of them in a single essay, was intoxicating. Not since puberty had I discovered anything as dangerous and delightful.
The person who introduced me to this side of David Stove was Andrew Irvine, a former student of Stove's, now a professor of philosophy at the University of British Columbia and the editor of the present fine collection of essays. It does not include the paper of which I have spoken, but contains fourteen others, each of which is just as good. They concern the nature of the Enlightenment and its legacy. On the one hand, Stove fiercely defends the reasonableness for which the Enlightenment stood, while on the other hand relentlessly exposing both the intellectual pretensions of its progenitors and the follies of its contemporary progeny.
It is difficult to find a general category for these essays and it might be a mistake to try. In that respect they resemble their author, of whom Roger Kimball writes in the preface to this volume: 'Stove was that rarest of creatures: a genuinely independent thinker. His allegiance was always to the best argument, the most persuasive reasoning. This made him difficult to categorize, impossible to pigeon-hole. ' One unifying thread running through the collection, however, is provided by the critical scrutiny to which it subjects many of the key ideas
